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“The tablet market has been under the spotlight, as well as
that for smartphones, to catch consumers’ evolving
lifestyles and their strong demand for mobility and

convenience. Apple has been innovative with its well-
established ecosystem, but Android and Windows tablets

are catching up with more players involved and more
models launched.”

– Can Huang, Senior Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Who will lead the future tablet market growth?
• Do people need a tablet for everyday use?
• What does the future hold for tablets in terms of software and hardware development?

Since 2010 the category has seen constantly growing share of the total PC market. The expansion is at
the expense of both desktops and laptops, with desktops particularly vulnerable.

As the category creator, Apple leads the market in both volume and value terms. Also due to the
brand’s dominance, the China tablet market is rather concentrated with the top 10 brands occupying
over three quarters of market volume share in 2014.

Brands and companies should focus on both functional and emotional benefits demanded by tablet
users. It is important to keep tablets equipped with latest technology as well as keeping the devices
fashionable to use.
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Figure 26: Ownership of tablet computers, by gender and age group, August 2014

High income and education levels boost ownership
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Larger tablets appeal more to high income users
Figure 44: Screen size of tablet computers, by monthly personal income, August 2014
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Most tablet users use the product both in and out of home
Figure 45: Usage occasions of tablet computers, August 2014
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People with higher education levels have stronger needs for utilising fringe time
Figure 49: Usage occasions of tablet computers, by education level, August 2014
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Product reviews significantly impact product choice
Figure 50: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – Online information source, August 2014
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Figure 52: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – Online information source, by children in household,
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Figure 53: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – Product recommendation, August 2014

Consumers with higher education level seek information via more channels
Figure 54: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – Online information source and product
recommendation, by education level, August 2014

Appealing adverts are important in marketing premium tablets
Figure 55: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – Product recommendation, by price of tablet owned,
August 2014

More effort needed to increase brand loyalty
Figure 56: Attitudes towards tablet computer brands and information sources – On brand switching, August 2014
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Being fast and responsive is top of mind
Figure 57: Important factors for choosing tablet computers – Rank 1, August 2014

Processing ability consistently comes top for choosing desktops, laptops and tablets
Figure 58: Top five factors for choosing desktop and laptop computers and tablet computers – Rank 1, May 2014 and August 2014

High-resolution display and lightweight are more important for high earners
Figure 59: Important factors for choosing tablet computers – Rank 1, by monthly personal income, August 2014
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Synchronisation is in high demand
Figure 60: Desired features consumers look for, August 2014

International brand users look for more on software enhancement
Figure 61: Desired features consumers look for, by brand of tablet owned, August 2014

Consumers focus on various features on different price level tablets
Figure 62: Desire features consumers look for, by price of tablet computers owned, August 2014
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Tablets provide both functional and emotional fulfilments
Figure 63: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Functional and emotional, August 2014

People with higher income are more demanding
Figure 64: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Functional and emotional, by monthly personal income, August 2014

Tablets find advantage when out and about, further boosted by compatibility with smartphones
Figure 65: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Tablets versus laptops and smartphones, August 2014

Young and low income people find tablets particularly difficult to use for work
Figure 66: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Tablets versus laptops and smartphones, by age and monthly personal income, August
2014

More than half of respondents will not upgrade when new tablet model is out
Figure 67: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Upgrade, August 2014

Domestic brands have further opportunity to compete with international brands
Figure 68: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Brand, August 2014

People in their 20s pay more attention to brand but are more easily confused by various tablet models
Figure 69: Attitudes towards tablet computers – Brand, by age and city tier, August 2014

Key points

Consumer segmentation
Figure 70: Target groups, August 2014

Pro-tab (19% of sample)

Casual Users (32% of sample)

Deal Seekers (21% of sample)

Demotivated (28% of sample)
Figure 71: Attitudes towards tablet computers, by consumer segmentation, August 2014
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Figure 77: Other brand of tablet computers, by demographics, August 2014
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Figure 111: Attitudes towards tablet computers, August 2014

Figure 112: Agreement with the statement ‘It is difficult to tell the difference between different tablet models under the same brand’,
by demographics, August 2014
Figure 113: Agreement with the statement ‘It is not necessary to upgrade the tablet once a new model is launched’, by demographics,
August 2014
Figure 114: Agreement with the statement ‘Compared to desktops/laptops, tablets need upgrading more frequently’, by demographics,
August 2014
Figure 115: Agreement with the statement ‘Tablets from domestic brands are as appealing as tablets from international brands’, by
demographics, August 2014
Figure 116: Agreement with the statement ‘It does not matter which brand of tablet to use as long as it can meet my needs’, by
demographics, August 2014
Figure 117: Agreement with the statement ‘Using a tablet is fashionable’, by demographics, August 2014

Figure 118: Agreement with the statement ‘It is important to see latest technological developments are implemented on tablets’, by
demographics, August 2014
Figure 119: Agreement with the statement ‘The functions of tablets I am currently using can satisfy my daily usage needs’, by
demographics, August 2014
Figure 120: Agreement with the statement ‘It is necessary for a tablet to be compatible with smartphones’, by demographics, August
2014
Figure 121: Agreement with the statement ‘Hybrid laptops can replace tablets’, by demographics, August 2014

Figure 122: Agreement with the statement ‘Tablets are more convenient when out and about than hybrid laptops’, by demographics,
August 2014
Figure 123: Agreement with the statement ‘It is difficult to work on tablets’, by demographics, August 2014
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